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Interframe  Coding of 525-Line, Monochrome 
Television  at 1.5 Mbits/s 

Abstract-Interframe  coder  simulation  results are  described  for 
standard-broadcast-rate  monochrome television  in  applications  where 
the television  camera is largely stationary, such as TV-conferencing or 
video  telephone. An algorithm for  coding  at 1.5 Mbits/s,  whose  param- 
eters were  optimized via trial  and  error,  produces  pictures  with  little 
resolution  loss  for  low-to-moderate  movement,  but  somewhat  visible 
movingarea  resolution loss for higher  movements. 

T HIS  paper reports  on  recent research  in inter-frame coding 
of 525-line monochrome television for possible application 

to video conferencing or video telephone. Basic to the assump- 
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tions underlying  this  work is the  expectation  that  the television 
cameras will not be  moved very often  and  that scenes will con- 
sist, for  the most part, of stationary background area with 
moving people or  objects in the  foreground. Moreover, it is as- 
sumed, unlike broadcast television transmission  where no visi- 
ble impairment is allowed, that perceptible  resolution loss in 
rapidly  moving  areas can be tolerated since it should not  affect 
to a  great degree the basic utility  of  the visual communication 
medium as long as low-to-moderate  motion is portrayed with 
good resolution. The validity of these  assumptions has  not  yet 
been tested in the  marketplace;  indeed,  laboratory testing has 
only  recently  begun. Thus, the  work still has to be classified as 
experimental. However, the  potential savings of using inter- 
frame  coding and digital transmission instead of straightfor- 
ward analog transmission is sufficient to  warrant careful con- 
sideration in any visual communication system design. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Previous work  on  interframe coding has,  for  the most part, 
dealt  with  fairly low resolution TV signals, e.g., 267  line, 1 
MHz PICTUREPHONE@ [I]. However,  in many applications, 
e.g., graphics scenes or  more  than  one person in the  picture, 
higher  resolution is needed. This requirement has  sparked in- 
terest  in  redundancy  reduction (source coding) methods  for 
standard  broadcast rate signals, first because of  the greater re- 
solution which  this  picture format provides, and  second be- 
cause of  the comparative ease of obtaining equipment  operat- 
ing at this rate.  Interframe  coding  has  the advantage over other 
methods  of being able to display stationary graphics with full 
camera resolution while, at  the same time, being able to  por- 
tray  movement (movement is displayed with varying degrees 
of resolution depending  on  the  bit-rate provided for transmis- 
sion). Its main disadvantage lies in  the  requirement  for frame 
storage both  in  the  coder  and  in  the  decoder  and in the  com- 
plexity of the signal processing. Thus,  at  the  present  time,  in- 
terframe  coder terminals are relative expensive devices. Even 
so, in  most  long distance applications  the savings in  transmis- 
sion  costs more  than offset the terminal  costs. This fact, 
coupled  with  the  continuing  trend  of falling prices for digital 
logic and digital memory,  indicates a  promising potential  for 
interframe coding. 

Seven bit PCM coding  of a 525-line, 4 MHz, monochrome 
signal sampled at  the  Nyquist rate  requires 56 Mbits/s for 
transmission. Intraframe DPCM coding  at 3 bits per pel (pic- 
ture  element) gives good results [3] and  produces 24 Mbits/s, 
while intraframe transform coding  at 2 bits/pel gives reasona 
ble results [3] producing  16 Mbits/s. Interframe transform 
coding  has been done [4] at 1 bit/pel  or 8 Mbits/s, and  inter- 
frame DPCM plus conditional replenishment coding  at  .75 
bits/pel  or 6 Mbits/s   has  yielded [SI video-conference  quality 
color pictures. 

The  work  to be described in this  paper was aimed at 1.5 
Mbits/s or .19 bits/pel  and, generally speaking,  built upon  our 
previous work  with lower resolution television, that is, fol- 
lowed the  philosophy  of DPCM and  conditional replenish- 
ment.  The  bit-rate of 1.5 Mbits/s is very convenient as far as 
transmission is concerned.  It is the  rate  of  the  ubiquitous  and 
economical T1 transmission facility, as well as the  Data-Under- 
Voice (DUV) system. Also, a  variety of  multiplexing  and  de- 
multiplexing  equipment exists  which is readily available and 
field tested. If as little as 20 Mbits/s  can be  transmitted  on  one 
long-haul broadcast television facility,  then over a dozen  inter- 
frame coded signals could  be sent via the same channel now 
being used to send  one analog signal 

11. BASIC METHODOLOGY 

It is fairly common knowledge that  conditional replenish- 
ment [6] is eminently well suited to operate  under  the as- 
sumptions  outlined above, namely,  that scenes  consist of sta- 

@ Registered service mark of American  Telephone  and  Telegraph 
Company. 

tionary background areas with moving objects  in the  fore- 
ground. With conditional  replenishment,  most  of  the  trans- 
mitted  information is devoted to moving objects in the pic- 
ture, i.e.,  those areas not already available at  the receiver. 
Moving areas are detected  by a  segmenter [7, 81 which 
examines significant frame-to-frame differences,  eliminates as 
best as it can the ones due to noise,  and blocks  in small gaps 
between  differences  in order to ease the addressing require- 
ment. Once defined,  the moving-area pels are efficiently coded 
using higher-order frame-to-frame DPCM [9] and passed to  an 
elastic store  (buffer)  to await  transmission by  the  channel  to 
the receiver buffer. At the decoder the received pels are in- 
serted  into  the  appropriate  locations in  a  frame memory  and 
the resulting  picture is displayed. 

During  periods of rapid movement,  too  many  data are gen- 
erated  to be sent right away by  the  channel,  and  the buffer 
would tend  to fill up  and overflow if steps were not  taken  to 
lower the  data  rate. Typically,  this is done  by reducing the 
resolution  in the moving-areas of the  coded  picture.  Spatial 
resolution is automatically reduced in proportion  to  the vel- 
ocity of movement by the  integrating  effect  of  the television 
camera.  This can be taken advantage of  by adaptively  vary- 
ing the moving-area sampling  rate (or subsampling) [ lo]  in 
order to  try  to  match  the  rate  of  data  generation  to  the  trans- 
mission channel rate. Subsampling  (plus appropriate  interpo- 
lation  of  untransmitted pels) can take place in  either  the  hor- 
izontal  or vertical direction. 

Temporal resolution  can  be reduced  by low-pass  filtering in 
the  temporal  frequency domain [ 111 through  the use of recur- 
sive filters.  The effect  of  such filtering is to  blur  the moving- 
areas in proportion  to  their velocity  in the same manner,  but 
to a  greater  degree, as camera integration.  Temporal filtering 
lowers the  entropy  of  the DPCM differential signal and, 
thereby, causes a reduction in the overall data  rate.  Temporal 
resolution can also be reduced  by subsampling  along the time 
axis, Le., lowering the  transmitted frame rate. This usually 
causes jerkiness of moving objects,  although  the  effect can be 
reduced somewhat  by  proper  interpolation  of  the  untransmit- 
ted frames. 

Pel amplitude resolution can be  reduced by varying the 
quantization of the DPCM signal. In general, the coarser the 
quantization,  the lower the DPCM entropy  and  amplitude  res-. 
olution. However, if the  quantization is made  too coarse the 
basic efficiency of  the DPCM coding  and  of  conditional replen- 
ishment itself  can be  destroyed. 

The result of this general approach is a “multimode”  inter- 
frame coder. During periods of  low  movement,  the system op- 
erates in  its lower order  modes,  and moving-areas are  displayed 
with  little loss of resolution. As movement increases, the  coder 
progressively switches to  its higher order  modes,  and  more and 
more resolution loss is introduced  into  the moving-areas of the 
picture.  The  mode switching  takes  place under  control  of  the 
buffer queue-length. As the queue-length  increases to a point 
where  buffer  overflow threatens,  the system  switches to a 
higher order  mode of operation. When the queue-length  de- 
creases to a safe level, a lower  order  mode is invoked. 
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111. CODER SIMULATION SYSTEM 

Attempting to optimize a multimode  interframe  coder nec- 
essarily involves the  adjustment  of a large number  of parame- 
ters.  Moreover, most,  if  not all, of the parameters  are interde- 
pendent.  To  add  to  this  difficulty,  the  quantity being‘ opti- 
mized, namely picture  quality, is multidimensional and highly 
subjective, and since, for these authors,  the picture format was 
completely new, past experience  could  not be  drawn upon to 
any  great extent.  Thus, in carrying  out  the  work  of  this  paper 
it was extremely  important  to have a versatile system whose 
parameters could be  changed easily with  the resulting effect  on 
picture  quality  immediately available to an observer. 

To accomplish  these ends, an interframe  coder.simulation 
system was constructed  for 525-line, 4 MHz monochrome tele- 
vision, which is capable of carrying out  in real-time all of the 
picture processing functions  mentioned above, but whose pa- 
rameters are set  through  an  attached  minicomputer  and 
software residing therein.  The  minicomputer is synchronized 
with  the video  system via interrupts and is capable of  adapt- 
ively controlling the processing,  interrogating the  buffer 
queue-length at  any time and statistically  measuring the 
behavior of various components  during  the  simulation. Almost 
as important,  the  minicomputer allows for rapid  testing of  the 
entire system for  malfunctions, which  in multi  feedback-loop 
systems  such as this  can  be  obscure and  extremely difficult to 
diagnose. As in previous work, all of the  coder  functions are 
implemented  with  the  exception  of  the  buffer  and  the  channel 
coder.  The buffer is simulated using up-down counters. A 
system such as this is capable of  producing pictures which are 
identical to those  whjch  would  appear at a receiver in the 
absence of digital transmission errors  and,  thus, is very useful 
in investigating picture  quality versus bit-rate  tradeoff  when 
using various  algorithms. 

Figure 1 shows the configuration of  the real-time signal pro- 
cessing portion of the system. The basic clock rate of all com- 
ponents in 8 MHz. Not shown are the PCM coder  and  decoder 
(both  operating  at 8 MHz), the  minicomputer  and  the  numer- 
ous registers necessary for delay  equalization. Construction 
and design of hardware was simplified wherever possible by 
using computer loadable  random-access-memories (RAM’S) as 
look-up tables and  by  taking advantage of  the computer’s abil- 
ity  to perform logical operations  and  output  appropriate  con- 
trol signals. What follows is a brief description of  the  compo- 
nents of the system and  the signal processing functions  which 
they individually perform. How they are made  to  work  in  con- 
junction  with  one  another is described later. 

Input Signal Processing-RAM’s A and B 

By means of a  selector switch,  the  input signal to  the 
system can be either  8-bit PCM video, video passed through 
RAM-B or  the  output  of RAM-A. By appropriate loading of 
RAM-B, the PCM video signal can be altered in  a number  of 
ways. For  example, by deleting  some low significance bits, 7- 
bit  or  6-bit PCM can  be produced. By loading with various 
linear functions,  the  contrast  and brightness  can  be  changed. 

I 
I 

PREDICTOR 

Figure 1. Configuration of  the real-time signal processing portion  of 
the  coder simulation system. Basic clock rate is 8 MHz. Not  shown 
are the PCM coder and decoder,  minicomputer and the  numerous 
registers  necessary  for delay  equalization. 

By loading  with  nonlinear functions,  the gamma characteris- 
tic  can be  changed. 

Connected to  the address input  of  RAM4 is a counter  op- 
erating  at  the pel  sampling rate (8 MHz) and reset  during the 
horizontal  sync  time. By this  means, test signals can be fed 
into  the system for debugging purposes. By rewriting RAM-A 
during  the vertical blanking period,  test signals with frame-to- 
frame  variation can be generated. This is extremely useful  in 
producing  stand-alone  test programs for  the system. 

Changed-Area Segmenter 

Figure 2  shows  in somewhat  more detail the  operation  of 
the changed-area  segmenter. The  dotted lines  represent control 
signals or  data  from  the  computer.  The frame  difference is first 
gated to eliminate pels which were or are to be  deleted due to 
subsampling.  Hereafter  these will be  referred to  as “sub- 
sampled” pels. They will have artificially high frame differ- 
ences due  to  interpolation  error.  The signal is then passed 
through  an alterable  digital low-pass filter*  to remove,  as much 
as possible,  high frequency noise, and  the unsigned magnitude 
is formed. Following  this  are two threshold detectors  with  alter- 
able thresholds T1 and 7’2. Typically, 7’2 > 7’2 ,  and differ- 
ences 27’2 are classified immediately as significant.  However, 
differences X 1  must undergo  isolated point rejection  before 
being classified. A line delay and  two  tapped delay  lines make 
available four T1 flags on  either side of  the pel of  interest  and 
three T1 flags from  the previous line. Of these, an alterable 
switch  selects  eight flags to be used in the isolated point  re- 
jection which is implemented  by  appropriate loading of 
RAM-F. The  output of RAM-F either rejects or passes T1 flags 
via an AND gate,  after which they are OR’ed with  the 7’2 
flags. Next, in order to increase addressing efficiency [l] , 
small gaps between  significant changes are filed in or 
“bridged”. As before,  this is easily implemented using a RAM. 
Gaps of size 1-2,  1-4,  1-6, - a ,  1-14  can be  bridged by  appro- 

*Filter  length = 5 pels.  See  Table 111 for impulse  responses used. 
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Figure 2. Changed-area-segmenter. Dotted lines  represent  control 
signals or  data  from  the  computer.  This device  performs  frame dif- 
ference  filtering,  thresholding,  isolated  point  rejection  and  gap 
bridging. 

PELS: A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P  

Figure 3. Configuration of pels input  to  the gap-bridging  logic Of 
Figure 2. 

priate loading of RAM-G. If in  Figure 3,  pel A has changed, 
then RAM-G can  tell if changes have also occured in pels C o r  
D, E or F ,  0 or P.  This is sufficient information  to  deter- 
mine if pel B should  be  bridged or  not. During the  next clock 
period  this decision is ORed  with  the  actual significant change 
flag for  the  pel,  after which the segmenter signal is delayed 
appropriately  for use by  the rest of the  system. 

Temporal Filter 
A  limited  amount  of  temporal filtering  can  be  accomplished 

[ 113 given the available memory  and  stability  requirements. 
Here it is implemented  by altering the  magnitude  of  the frame 
difference signal. By appropriate loading of RAM-C, the frame 
differences  can  be multiplied by a  constant <1 or changed 
nonlinearly  in such  a way as to  attenuate  the small differences 
more  than large, ones.  Nonlinear  filtering  might  be done,  for 
example, in an  attempt to avoid blurring of moving edges in 
the scene. 

Predictive  (DPCM) Coder 

This is a  straightforward DPCM loop  except  that  the  quanti- 
zer is implemented using RAM-D. Variable word-length 
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Figure 4. Buffer  simulator.  Accumulators 1-3 operate  at 8 MHz and 
are  reset  every horizontal  blanking  period. Main accumulator 4 
operates  at  the  horizontal line  rate. 

(entropy) coding is simulated via RAM-E which,  for  each  dif- 
ferential signal value, feeds a  word  length to  the  buffer simula- 
tor. By rewriting  these RAM'S during the vertical  blanking 
period,  the  quantization can be changed to  adapt  to  the 
amount of motion  in  the scene. 

Buffer  Simulator 
Figure 4 shows in somewhat  more detail the  buffer simula- 

tor.  Dotted lines  indicate data  from  the  computer. Accumula- 
tors 1-3 operate  at 8 MHz and are reset every horizontal  blank- 
ing period, while main accumulator 4 operates  at  the  horizon- 
tal  line rate.  Accumulator 1 counts  the  bits  required  to address 
horizontal clusters of  transmitted pels. Accumulator 2 counts, 
for moving-area, non-subsampled pels, the DPCM amplitude 
bits output  by RAM-E. Accumulator 3 is similar, but  counts  a 
constant  number  of  bits per transmitted pel. It is useful for 
approximating  forced-updating  with PCM. In  the  horizontal 
blanking period  the channel-rate per  line is subtracted  and  the 
result clipped to be  non-negative. Then  the new queue  length 
is clocked into  the main register and made available to  the 
computer. 

Conditional Replenisher 

This is a simple switch which is placed  in the 1 position to 
pass new values only for moving-area,  non-subsampled pels. 
Otherwise it remains in the 0 position,  thus repeating pels 
from  the previous frame. 

Subsample Interpolator 
Here, moving-area, subsampled pels are  replaced with  inter- 

polated values obtained  from adjacent  non-subsampled pels. 
Two in-field  subsampling techniques were found  to be  useful. 
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With “horizontal” subsampling [ lo]  , only  alternate pels in a 
horizontal, moving-area cluster are transmitted,  the sub- 
sampled pels being  linearly interpolated  from their  neighbors. 
It was found necessary to subsample one pel on either side of 
each  cluster to avoid erroneous values and  that staggering the 
subsampling pattern  from line to  line gave slightly beger pic- 
ture  quality. With “vertical”  subsampling,  only alternate lines 
within the moving-area of a  field are transmitted,  the missing 
pels again being  linearly interpolated. Since the segmenter 
signal is zero  for  the  entire subsampled line, moving-area pels 
were identified  by OR’ing the segmenter signals from  the  two 
adjacent  non-subsampled  lines. 

1343 

Field  Memories 

Two field memories,  each of  approximately 1 Mbit capa- 
city, were constructed using MOS shift registers. Several ad- 
ditional line memories were also built using the same tech- 
nology. Input  and  output  of all delay modules was 8-bit PCM 
at  the system  clock rate of 8 MHz. Configured as a tapped 
delay line,  the  memory provides signals for  the  temporal  filter, 
conditional replenisher, predictor  and field interpolater. 

Field Interpolator 

One of  the most  effective data-rate  reduction  techniques in 
the system is moving-area field interpolation [ 121 . With this 
method (see Figure 1) the  conditional replenishment  switch is 
held in the 0 position  during alternate field periods, thus re- 
peating the field and  producing no data  for transmission. One- 
sixtieth second after a field passes through  the  conditional 
replenisher, it arrives at  the  input  to  the field interpolator. At 
this  time  a moving-area indicator is constructed by OR’ing to- 
gether two adjacent lines of segmenter signal, and moving-area 
pels in the repeated field are replaced by an average value 
obtained  from adjacent fields. Background pels remain un- 
changed. Describing this process in terms  of labeled pels (see 
Figure 5 ) ,  a moving-area indicator  for pel I is obtained  by 
OR’ing together  the segmenter signals corresponding to pels 2 
and F.  If the  indicator equals ‘true’, then pel I is replaced by 
an  average of pels 2, F, M and N .  Otherwise, it is left  un- 
changed. 

Predictor 

The computer switchable predictor is capable of carrying 
out several types of frame-to-frame linear  prediction based on 
previously transmitted pels. These are summarized in Table I 
for the pel configuration  shown in Figure 5 .  In the  predictions 
which use a  previous element in the same line, pel A was used 
instead of the nearest pel B in order to allow for  horizontal 
subsampling and  to  somewhat ease hardware  implementation. 
Of those  predictions implemented,  the  ones  with  the lowest 
entropy during moderate  motion are the line-difference-of- 
frame-difference and  the two-element-difference-of-frame- 
difference. [9] The  two-line-difference-of-frame-difference 
predictor is useful  during vertical subsampling  when the  pre- 
vious line may have substantial  interpolation  error. Field- 
difference prediction is useful when  coding a field which had 
previously been interpolated. 

I 

Figure 5.  Configuration of pels input to the system shown in 
Figure 1. 

TABLE I 
LINEAR  PREDICTORS IMPLEMENTED  IN THE PREDICTOR 

D i f f e r e n t i a l   S i g n a l  Pz  = P r e d i c t i o n   o f   P e l  Z 
( S e e   F i g u r e  5 )  

Two E l e m e n t   D i f f e r e n c e  A 

L i n e   D i f f e r e n c e  F 

Two L i n e   D i f f e r e n c e  H 

F r a m e   D i f f e r e n c e  M 

F i e l d   D i f f e r e n c e  

L i n e   D i f f e r e n c e   o f   F r a m e  
D i f f e r e n c e  

Two L i n e   D i f f e r e n c e  of  
Frame Dif fe rence  

Two E l e m e n t   D i f f e r e n c e  o f  
F r a m e   D i f f e r e n c e  

( I + J ) / 2  

MtF-N 

M+H-P 

M+A-K 

RAM-H 

This RAM is used in exactly  the same way  as RAM-B 
except  that  it modifies the  output video signal. It allows, for 
example, compression of the video signal by RAM-B for  cod- 
ing purposes and expansion back  to  the original range by 
RAM-H for display. 

IV. ADAPTIVE CODER STRATEGY FOR 1.5 Mbits/s 

Up to  the present  time all efforts  at coder optimization 
with this  system have been  aimed at a transmission rate  of 1.5 
Mbits/s. Algorithms  developed for this rate will work  at  other 
rates.  However, the picture  quality will not be as good as 
might  otherwise be obtained with  a  somewhat different 
algorithm  optimized for  the new rate. The general philosophy 
was, as outlined previously, to minimize movingarea resolu- 
tion loss during  periods of low  movement  by  operating as 
much as possible in the lower order modes of the  coder.  For 
increased movement,  the coder was to switch into  its higher 
order  modes,  introducing loss of moving-area resolution, as 
needed,  to avoid overflow of  the  buffer.  The  coder design  was 
evolutionary starting  with a very crude rank ordering of bit- 
rate reduction  techniques according to  their moving-area res- 
olution loss. Using a  camera of  approximately 55 dB  weighted 
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SNR**,  parameters were then  adjusted  and  refinements added 
to improve the overall picture  quality as perceived by  the 
authors  and their colleagues. Although  detailed discussion of 
the evolutionary design process would be very educational, 
space does not allow for  it.  Thus,  what follows is a description 
of one of the  latest algorithms developed for coding at 1.5 
Mbits/s. 

Twelve modes are used  in  this  algorithm. In general,  switch- 
ing from  mode i to the  next higher mode i + 1 takes place as 
soon as the  buffer  queue length  exceeds the Upper Buffer 
Threshold UBTi (see Table I1 for values). Switching to  the 
next lower mode occurs after  the  buffer  queue  length falls 
below the Lower  Buffer  Threshold LBTi (and then only 
between fields). There are a few exceptions  to this rule, and 
these are noted in the  more detailed mode descriptions. 

The two-element-difference-of-frame-difference predictor is 
used (except where noted) because of  its  ability  to limit trans- 
mission errors,  for  the  most  part,  to  one line in  the  picture. 
Using this  prediction  and variable word-length coding, average 
bit-rates are in  the range of  two bits per  transmitted pel. 

Segmenter thresholds  and frame-difference  filtering are var- 
iable.  Isolated point rejection uses three pels from  the previous 
line and five pels from  the  present line (pels A-G and Z in 
Figure 5). Isolated double changes,  i.e., BZ or ZC, are deleted 
as well as isolated single changes. Note  from Figure 2 that 
isolated point rejection is non-recursive.  Gaps <6 pels are 
bridged. 

In  the lower modes linear temporal filtering is used,  i.e., 
frame  differences are multiplied  by  a  constant Q1. Nonlinear 
temporal filtering is used in  the higher modes to reduce entro- 
pies without excessive blurring of moving edges (see Figure 6). 

Forced  updating  of  one  entire line  per field (about 8 s per 
frame) is used in a l l   modes   except   mode  0. This  serves to clean 
up  background areas and in a  complete system  would correct 
transmission errors.  Approximately  four  bits/pel is simulated 
for  this  function  by  setting  buffer weight W3 = 3 bits (see 
Figure 4)  and segmenter threshold Z 2  = 0 (see Figure 2) for 
one line period. In the  simulator,  quantizer RAM’S can only be 
changed  in the vertical blanking period;  thus, during forced  up- 
dating, whatever quantizer  and  predictor are currently in use 
are employed  for  the  actual pel updating. In a  complete 
system,  two-element-differential  prediction would probably be 
used for  forced  updating. 

For addressing purposes, 9 bits per horizontal  sync, 9 bits 
per start-of-cluster address and 5 bits per  end-of-cluster word 
are assumed. The  sync  word is simulated  by appropriately 
reducing the channel rate, while cluster addressing is simulated 
by  setting  buffer weight W2 = 14 bits (see Figure 4).  Since 
horizontal  synchronization  methods are known which only use 
approximately  one  bit  per  line, [ 1 1, 131 the excess sync  bits 
could be  used for  error  protection. 

What follows is a  somewhat  more detailed  description of 
the  modes  of  the  coding algorithm. Buffer queue-length thres- 
holds,  quantizers, variable word-length codes, segmenter 
parameters,  temporal filtering and subsampling  are sum- 
marized  in  Tables 11-IV. In all modes,  buffer  emptying is of no 

**Ratio of peak  signal to  standard CCIR  weighted rms noise. 

TABLE I1 
PARAMETERS OF CODING MODES.  LOWER ORDER MODES ARE 

FOR LOW MOVEMENT; HIGHER  ORDER MODES ARE FOR 
RAPID MOVEMENT 

MODE 

( i )  

0 
I 
2 

3 
4 

5 
6 
7 
8 

9 
10 
11 

BUFFER THRESHOLDS 

Lower  U p p e r  
(LBTi  ) (UBTI) 

0 6 4 0 0  
1 6 0 0  3 8 4 0 0  
8 1 9 2  3 8 4 0 0  
3 2 0 0  3 8 4 0 0  
3 2 0 0  5 1 2 0 0  
3 2 0 0  5 4 4 0 0  

3 2 0 0 0  7 0 4 0 0  
3 2 0 0 0  6 3 2 0 0  

3 2 0 0 0  96000 
3 2 0 0 0  ~ O O O O O  

64000 9 9 2 0 0  
64000 1 0 0 0 0 0  

QUANTIZER SEGMENTER ( S E E   F I G .   2 )  

( S e e  ( S e e  
F i l t e r   ( S c a l e  of 0 t o  2 5 5 )  

T a b l e  IV) T a b l e  111) T 1  T2 

F i n e  

C o a r s e  

F i n e  
C o a r s e  

FA 
FA* 
FB 
FA 

FC 
FD 

FA 
FD 

1 6 
1 6 
3 5 
1 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 
2 3 

1 3 
2  3 
2  3 

*For noisy input signals  segmenter  filter FE is used in  mode 1. 

TABLE I1 (cont’d) 
FOR  NONLINEAR TEMPORAL FILTER;  SEE  FIGURE 6 .  

MODE 
( i )  

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

1 0  

11 

TEMPORAL 
FILTER 

. 7 5  

. 6 2  5 

N o n l i n e a r  

. 7 5  

N o n l i n e a r  

11 

SUBSAMPLING 

NONE 

NONE 

NONE 

F i e l d  

F i e l d ,  H 

F i e l d ,  H ,  V 

Field 

F i e l d ,  H ,  V ,  F r a m e  

O U T U T  

0 10 30 IN PUT 

Figure 6 .  RAM€ input/output  characteristic  for  nonlinear  temporal 
filter  (8-bit  scale 0 to 255). 

concern, since in a  complete  system, channel stuffing  bits can 
always  be generated. 

Mode 0 is the  mode  with lowest  resolution loss. Within a 
field,  normal  data are transmitted  until  a certain  line number 
(denoted here  by LO) is reached.  At that  time, forced updating 
is invoked, as described  previously, which  continues  until  the 
buffer  queue  length exceeds UBTO. If this  does not  happen 
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TABLE 111 
SEGMENTER FRAME  DIFFERENCE FILTER UNIT IMPULSE 

RESPONSES; FILTER LENGTH = 5 PELS 

Frame Differences 
Filter Impulse Response (successive pels) 

FA ,0625 .125 .25 .125 .0625 

FB .(I625 ,0625 .25 .0625 q.’ .0625 

FC .125 .125 . 2 5  .125 . I 2 5  

FD .25 .I25 .25 .125  .25 

FE .25 .25 .25 .25 .25 

TABLE IV 
DPCM QUANTIZER  OUTPUT  LEVELS (ON A  9-BIT SCALE -255 
to 255)  AND VARIABLE WORD LENGTHS OF CODE WORDS. 

INDICATING END  OF A CLUSTER OF SIGNIFICANT 
CHANGES. THRESHOLD VALUES  ARE HALF-WAY 

BETWEEN REPRESENTATIVE LEVELS. 

THE 5-BIT CODE WORD 00000 IS RESERVED FOR 

Quantizer  Output  Levels  and  Code Word Lengths 

Fine 
Levels 0 ‘3 +8 t16 r 2 7  242 

Bits 1 2 , 3  4 , 7  7,8 b , 8  8,8 

Levels 
Coarse 

+ 3  ?12 +24 

Bits  1,2 3 , 4  6,6 

before vertical blanking, then LO is reset to  the beginning of 
the field.  Otherwise, it is set to  the line number in which  mode 
1 is invoked. LO is only  changed  in alternate fields.  The effect 
of mode 0 is to force update  about  four lines per field, i.e., 
one frame  in about 2 s. Faster updating can obviously be ob- 
tained by either raising UBTO or keeping track  of several LO’S 
within the field.  The effect  on picture quality is minimal,  how- 
ever, except with transmission errors  which, as stated  pre- 
viously, were not considered  in  this study. 

Mode 1 is invoked after forced updating in mode 0 or  with 
a slight amount  of  movement.  It is the same as mode 0, except 
that as in the modes to be  described below,  only  one line  per 
field is forced updated. When the  buffer queue-length  exceeds 
UBT1, the  coder defines the present field to be even and 
switches to mode 3. This is an  exception  to  the rule of switch- 
ing to  the  next higher state. Switching to mode 0 occurs  in ver- 
tical blanking if at  that  time  the  buffer queue-length is below 
LBTl . 

Mode 2 can only be entered  from  mode  3 in vertical blank- 
ing (after an odd field). It is used to coarsely code even fields 
which had previously been interpolated. The  field-difference 
predictor is used for this purpose. This is the  only  mode which 
does not use the two-element-difference-of-frame-difference 
predictor. Switching to a higher or  lower  mode  takes place in 
the  normal  way. 

Mode 3 codes odd fields in the normal manner,  but  inter- 
polates even fields as described  previously. No data are trans- 
mitted  for even fields during  input since they are repeated  at 
the conditional-replenishment  switch.  Switching to  a higher 
mode occurs normally. Switching to  a  lower  mode is allowed 
only  in vertical blanking after  an  odd field if at  that  time  the 
buffer  queue-length is below LBT3. 

Mode 4 comprises interpolation of even fields,  more tem- 
poral filtering and higher  segmenter thresholds..As  stated  pre- 

v&%sly, the temporal  filter RAM-C can  only be  changed at  the 
end of a field.  Switching to  a higher mode occurs in the 
normal  manner.  However,  switching to  a lower mode only 
takes place in vertical blanking after an odd field,  and then 
only after  ten successive frames at  the  end  of which the  buffer 
queue-length is below LBT4. This step is necessary to prevent 
switching too  often  between  temporal filters, thus causing 
visible jerkiness  in moving areas of  the  picture. 

Mode 5 adds  horizontal subsampling to  the above.  Some 
more  segmenter  frame  difference  filtering is also introduced, 
but  note  that with horizontal subsampling, alternate frame dif- 

. ference entering this  filter is zero. This is equivalent to raising 
the segmenter thresholds  somewhat. Again, switching to 
another mode only occurs  within or  at  the  end  of an odd field. 

Mode 6 introduces  a coarser quantization  into  the DPCM 
loop. However, since the  quantizer RAM’S D M  can only be 
written during vertical blanking, nothing  happens  upon  enter- 
ing this  mode  until  the  end  of  the field. Coarser quantization 
causes an increased noise level in moving-areas; thus, more seg- 
menter frame  difference  filtering is required. Mode switching 
occurs only within or  at  the  end of odd fields. 

Mode 7 increases the  amount  of  temporal filtering, but, as 
in  mode 6, this can only  occur in vertical blanking. Also, odd 
field mode  switching continues to be enforced. 

Mode 8 adds vertical subsampling to  the above coding 
methods. This occurs  immediately upon  entry  to this mode. 
Odd field mode switching continues,  except  that in this mode 
when the buffer queue length  exceeds UBT8 the coder 
switches to  mode  10  (not mode 9). 

Mode 9 can only  be entered  from  mode  10.  It is included in 
the algorithm on  the assumption that  a scene change or  other 
violent movement  must have occurred  in mode  10  and  that this 
activity  has largely ceased. This mode  constructs  a full resolu- 
tion  odd field (even fields are still interpolated)  starting  from 
the  top  of  the  picture. Ten to  15 frame  periods are required. 
During this  process, when the buffer  queue-length  exceeds 
UBT9 the coder  immediately  switches to  mode 10 (and then 
to frame  repeating) as usual.  However, if at  the  end of an odd 
field the  buffer queue-length is below LBT9 indicating that  a 
full resolution field has been obtained,  the  coder switches all 
the way down to mode 3 so as not  to  corrupt  the picture with 
subsampling. 

Mode 10 employes 2 :  1 frame  repeating. It is not usually 
entered unless the camera is being moved or a complete scene 
change occurs.  Upon entry  the present field is defined to be 
field 3, and  thereafter fields are number modulo 4. Fields 
0 and 2 are interpolated, field 1 is repeated (by setting the 
segmenter signal = ‘false’) and field 3 is coded as in mode 8. 
This mode causes visible jerkiness of moving objects in the 
scene.  Switching  between  modes is restricted to occur  within 
or at the  end  of field 3. 

Mode 11 is the ‘highest mode in this  algorithm. Also, for 
lower bit-rates  or larger buffer sizes it can be used to  imple- 
ment, 4: 1, 6: 1 ,  ;- frame  repeating. Functionally,  it is exactly 
the same as mode 10, except  that if the  buffer  queue  length 
exceeds UBTl1 replenishment is immediately stopped (by 
setting  the segmenter signal = ‘false’) and  not resumed until 
the  coder switches to  mode  10. 
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Figure 7.  (a) and  (b)  uncoded frames  containing  little  or  no  motion. 
(c)  (uncoded)  and  (d)  (coded, 1.5 Mbits/s-frames  containing 
motion  sufficiently rapid to cause operation in state 5), (e)  (un- 
coded)  and (f) (coded, 1.5 Mbits/s-frames  containing  violent 
motion  sufficient to  cause operation in state 7). 
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This coding  algorithm has  not been  completely optimized. 
Parameters were obtained almost entirely via trial and  error by 
using objects moving at various  speeds and in each case trying 
to minimize the moving-area resolution loss.  Somewhat better 
coder performance should  result, for  example, by using sta- 
tistical and subjective  measurements to improve the  quantizers 
and variable word-length  codes. Also, with  a  someweat  more 
sophisticated  algorithm, reduction in buffer size should be 
obtainable. 

If the  input video signal has an SNR less than  the 55dB used 
to design this algorithm,  changes  in the segmenter  parameters 
are necessary. For  example, using a camera with 50dB 
weighted SNR  it was found necessary to change the mode 1 
frame  difference  filter to FE in Table I11 and set the corre- 
sponding TI = 3 .  AGC effects in  cameras can also be bother- 
some if they  work on the principle of  constant average signal 
value. For  then,  movement of an object  into and out of a 
scene can cause change in  virtually the entire signal with 
resulting  resolution loss in the  coded  picture.  Undoubtedly 
other problems will also arise as these coding  techniques move 
from  the research stage toward practical application.. 

Picture Quality at 1, 1.5 and 3Mbitsls 

Beyond  what was stated in the  introduction  to this paper, 
not  a  lot can be said regarding picture  quality  until  tests  in- 
volving actual users are conducted. There is not  much  point in 
testing for  “detectable degradations” since with  enough move: 
ment, this can always be obtained,  and  the  amount  of degrada- 
tion users will tolerate before  complaining  probably depends 
on the cost  to  them of the service and on the particular value 
they place on good rendition  of rapid movement. 

Examination  of single frames is also not very helpful. For 
example, Figures 7a and  b  show  uncoded frames containing 
little  or no motion. Figures 7c and  d  show  uncoded and coded 
frames,  respectively, containing  motion sufficiently rapid to 
cause the  coder  to  operate in state 5 .  For  an  unpracticed  eye, 
degradations  here are not easily seen, whereas  in a live video 
picture they are much  more discernable.  Figures 7e and  f show 
uncoded  and  coded frames,  respectively,  containing  violent 
motion sufficient to cause the coder to  operate in state  7. 

Nevertheless, with these  shortcomings  in mind,  rudimentary 
subjective  tests were conducted using the five point scale 
shown  in Table V,  the scenes  described  in Table VI and  three 
different  bit  rates.  Results are shown  in  Figure. 8. 

In  the tests the  coded pictures were recorded  in 10 s seg- 
ments  and randomly  interpersed on videotape. Each scene 
was used twice at each bit-rate  for  a  total  of  54 segments. Ten 
subjects  with varying amounts of picture viewing experience 
participated in the tests.  Results were anchored in the sense 
that  a PCM coded picture? was shown for 60 s, and subjects 
were told to regard it as having imperceptible  degradation. In 
this way tape noise and  dropouts were removed from  con- 
sideration. If for  the same picture  a subject gave scores  which 
differed  by two  or  more on the scale of Table V,  both scores 

+The  total PCM signal chain  consisting of SONY  AVC-3200 camera, 
4 MHz filter,  ADC,  DAC, 4 MHz filter and SONY  AV-3650  videotape 
recorder produced  a  picture  with  about 300 lines resulution and 
weighted  SNR = 48 dB. 

&f. TABLE V 
FIVE POINT RATING SCALE USED IN SUBJECTIVE TESTS 

l x g r a d a t i o n   S c a l e  

5 I m p e r c e p t i b l e  

4 P e r c e p t i b l e   B u t   N o t   A n n o y i n g  

3 S l i g h t l y   A n n o y i n g  

2 Annoying  

1 Very   Annoying  

TABLE  VI 
SCENES USED IN THE SUBJECTIVE TESTS AND IN FIGURE 7 ;  

EACH SEGMENT WAS 10 s IN DURATION 

1. One p e r s o n   t a l k i n g .   ( F i g u r e   7 a ) .  

2 .  Two p e r s o n s ,   o n e   t a l k i n g .   ( F i g u r e   7 b ) .  

3 .  G r a p h i c s ,   l o w   m o t i o n   w i t h   p o i n t e r .  

4 .  Two persons ,   one   wi th   hand ,   head   and   shoulder   movement .  

5. One person   wi th   hand ,   head   and   shoulder   muvement .  

6 .  G r a p h i c s ,   w i t h  a change  from o n e   p i c t u r e   t o   a n o t h e r .  

7 .  G r a p h i c s ,   w i t h  a s w i t c h  from one  camera t o   a n o t h e r .  

8 .  Two p e r s o n s ,   o n e   s t a n d i n g  up a n d   s i t t i n g  down. 

9 .  One p e r s o n   s t a n d i n g  up  and s i t t i n g  down. 

Figure 8. Results of  subjective tests using the  scenes of Table VI 
coded at three different  bit rates. At 1.5 Mbits/s,  only very rapid 
movement gave average scores below  3.5. 

were deleted. Twenty-six of the 540 responses were dropped 
due  to this  consistancy criterion. Scores were averaged and 
plotted in Figure 8. At 1.5 Mbits/s,  only very rapid movement 
gave  average scores below 3 . 5 .  

V. CONCLUSION 

For certain  applications which do  not involve movement of 
the  TV cameras, interframe coding  can yield very significant 
savings in  transmission. If, in addition, users can tolerate reso- 
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